We propose a reconstruction-based a posteriori error estimate for linear advection problems in one space dimension. In our framework, a stable variational ultra-weak formulation is adopted, and the equivalence of the L2-norm of the error with the dual graph norm of the residual is established. This dual norm is showed to be localizable over vertex-based patch subdomains of the computational domain under the condition of the orthogonality of the residual to the piecewise affine hat functions. We show that this condition is valid for some well-known numerical methods including continuous/discontinuous Petrov-Galerkin and discontinuous Galerkin methods. Consequently, a well-posed local problem on each patch is identified, which leads to a global conforming reconstruction of the discrete solution. We prove that this reconstruction provides a guaranteed upper bound on the L2 error. Moreover, up to a constant, it also gives local lower bounds on the L2 error, where the generic constant is proven to be independent of mesh-refinement, polynomial degree of the approximation, and the advective velocity. This leads to robustness of our estimates with respect to the advection as well as the polynomial degree. All the above properties are verified in a series of numerical experiments, additionally leading to asymptotic exactness. Motivated by these results, we finally propose a heuristic extension of our methodology to any space dimension, achieved by solving local least-squares problems on vertex-based patches. Though not anymore guaranteed, the resulting error indicator is numerically robust with respect to both advection velocity and polynomial degree, for a collection of two-dimensional test cases including discontinuous solutions.
Introduction
This work deals with a linear advection equation of the form: find u : Ω ⊂ R d → R such that b·∇u = f, in Ω, (1.1a)
The velocity field b ∈ C 1 (Ω; R d ), b = 0, is considered to be divergence-free and we take into account a general source term f ∈ L 2 (Ω). The inflow, outflow, and characteristic parts of the boundary are denoted by ∂ − Ω, ∂ + Ω, and ∂ 0 Ω, respectively, with the definitions ∂ ± Ω := {x ∈ ∂Ω : ±b(x)·n(x) > 0}, ∂ 0 Ω := {x ∈ ∂Ω : b(x)·n(x) = 0}.
In the main body of the paper, we focus on the one-dimensional case d = 1, where Ω ⊂ R is a bounded simply connected interval; then b is a constant scalar. We keep the notations in multi-dimensional form in order to be applicable when we discuss extensions of our results to the multi-dimensional case.
The a posteriori error analysis for problem (1.1) admits a range of functional frameworks and consequently different norms in which the error can be measured. Our goal is to derive an L 2 -norm error estimate of the form u − u h L2(Ω) ≤ η, (1.2) where u is the weak solution of (1.1) in L 2 (Ω), u h is its numerical approximation, and η is an a posteriori error estimator fully computable from u h by some local procedure. We seek to have a bound that is guaranteed, i.e., featuring no unknown constant, in contrast to reliability where a bound up to a generic constant is sufficient. We develop a unified framework treating several classical numerical methods at once. Importantly, we also prove a converse estimate to (1.2) in the form η ≤ C u − u h L2(Ω) + data oscillation. (1.3) This is called global efficiency and yields equivalence between the incomputable error u − u h L2(Ω) and the computable estimator η up to the data oscillation term that vanishes for piecewise polynomial datum f and that is of higher order than the error for piecewise smooth datum f . Crucially, in our developments, the generic constant C in (1.3) only depends on the mesh shape regularity, requesting for d = 1 each two neighboring elements to be of comparable size. In particular, C is independent of the problem parameters b and f as well as of the polynomial degree of the approximation k, yielding both data-and polynomial-degree-robustness. We actually also show local efficiency, i.e., a localized version of (1.3), which is highly desirable on the practical side in view of adaptive mesh refinement. To achieve the above-mentioned goals, we start with the ultra-weak variational formulation at the infinite-dimensional level, where the solution lies in the L 2 (Ω) trial space and the test space is formed by H 1 (Ω) functions taking zero value at the outflow boundary. In this setting, we prove the equality of the L 2 -norm of the error with the dual graph norm (relying on b·∇(·) L2(Ω) ) of the residual. In the one-dimensional case, we are able to prove that the global dual norm can be localized over vertex-based patches of elements under an orthogonality condition against the hat basis functions. Consequently, suitable discrete local problems posed over these patches are identified which lead to local reconstructions s a h combined into a global reconstruction s h such that u h − s h L2(Ω) forms the main ingredient of the estimator η satisfying (1.2) and (1.3).
Let us recall some important contributions to a posteriori error estimation for problem (1.1). Bey and Oden in [5] proposed an a posteriori error estimate for a discontinuous Galerkin (dG) formulation of the multi-dimensional advection-reaction problem. In this framework, two infinitedimensional problems have to be solved on each mesh element; one to obtain the lower bound on the error and one for the upper bound, in two different and inequivalent weighted energy norms. This gives estimates similar to (1.2) and (1.3), but for two different estimators and in two different norms of the error. Additionally, one cannot solve analytically the infinite-dimensional elementwise problems, and, in practice, one needs to approximate them by some higher-order finite element approximation. Hence, neither simultaneous reliability and efficiency, nor robustness, are granted.
Süli in [29] applied the H 1 -stability result of Tartakoff [31] to the adjoint problem of (1.1) (with the presence of the reaction term and in the multi-dimensional case), and obtained a global reliable upper bound on the H −1 -norm of the error in terms of the L 2 -norm of the residual for a weak formulation of (1.1) with distinct trial and test spaces. He further turned this bound into a reliable H −1 -norm a posteriori error indicator for the streamline-diffusion finite element and the cell-vertex finite volume methods. However, neither the efficiency nor the robustness of this error indicator are discussed. Furthermore, in [29] by Süli and in [21] by Süli and Houston, an analysis of the multi-dimensional advection-reaction problem in the graph space equipped with the full norm · L2(Ω) + b·∇(·) L2(Ω) , is provided. This functional setting provides the equivalence between the L 2 -norm of the error and the dual graph norm of the residual up to some generic constants, which is a weaker error-residual equivalence result compared to what we establish in the current work, see Theorem 2.1 below, upon replacing the full graph norm by b·∇(·) L2(Ω) only. Overall, no complete reliability, efficiency, and robustness results of the form (1.2)-(1.3) are obtained.
Becker et al. in [4] , derived reconstruction-based error estimators for the advection problem (1.1) in two space dimensions. An H(div, Ω)-conforming reconstruction is proposed for the flux vector bu (instead of u in the present work) which is designed to produce a guaranteed upper bound on the error measured in some dual norm of the advection operator. A unified framework is built, covering the dG and conforming finite element methods with/without stabilization terms. This dual norm is hard to evaluate even for a known exact solution, and, in practice, the authors replace it by the L 2 -norm, so that the guaranteed upper bound property is eventually lost. Proofs of efficiency or robustness are not given, but optimal convergence orders of the estimator are observed in numerical experiments. It is worth mentioning that, restricted to one space dimension, the dual norm of [4] reduces to the weak graph norm we employ. Our contribution in this respect consists in the proofs of (1.2) and (1.3), not given in [4] (where, recall, two space dimensions are treated.)
In a recent result by Georgoulis et al. in [19] , the authors used the reconstruction proposed by Makridakis and Nochetto in [23] for a dG approximation and provided a reliable upper bound on the error in the energy norm for one-dimensional advection-diffusion-reaction problems, as well as a reliable L 2 -norm estimate for the problem (1.1) in one space dimension. Though a proof of (1.3) is not given, efficiency and robustness are numerically observed. One might also note the earlier work of these authors [18] , dedicated to the two-dimensional advection-reaction problem with a similar reconstruction. In that work, a reliable bound on the energy norm of the error is presented, though again without a theoretical elaboration on the efficiency and robustness.
Finally, let us mention the recent result of Dahmen and Stevenson in [12] where the authors provide a posteriori error estimates for the discontinuous Petrov-Galerkin method tailored to the transport equations in two space dimensions. The equivalence of the errors of the bulk and skeleton quantities with the dual norm of the residual is established. This dual norm is later approximated by some equivalent yet computable indicator. The absorbed constants translate into a constant C in (1.3) which depends on the advective field b and the polynomial degree of approximation, therefore precluding the robustness of the error lower bound.
We also mention that in the case of advection-diffusion(-reaction) problems, other approaches were previously considered to obtain robustness with respect to the advective field. Among them, Verfürth [32] proposed to augment the energy norm by a dual norm coming from the skew-symmetric part of the differential operator, and Sangalli [25, 26] used interpolated spaces and a fractional-order norm for the advective term. Extensions of these approaches can be found in [27, 28, 15] . However, the above results are not applicable when the diffusion parameter vanishes, i.e., as the advection-diffusion problem reduces to (1.1) because the diffusive part of the operator is needed to evaluate the dual norm.
We treat problem (1.1) in one space dimension in Sections 2-8. Section 2 deals with the functional settings, whereby adopting the ultra-weak variational formulation. We prove, in particular, the equality of the L 2 -norm of the error and the dual norm of the residual. Section 3 introduces some numerical schemes for approximating (1.1). Section 4 discusses the localization of the dual norm of the residual over vertex-based patches, showing in particular that this is possible for the schemes discussed in Section 3. In Section 5, we present our local patchwise reconstruction. Sections 6 and 7 then present the proofs for the upper and lower bounds as well as robustness in the form of (1.2)-(1.3). Section 8 then contains results of several numerical experiments to illustrate the developed theory. Finally, in Section 9, we consider the advection problem (1.1) in multiple space dimensions and derive a heuristic extension of our methodology to this case. Although we cannot prove here the guaranteed upper bound, (local) efficiency, and robustness, numerical experiments indicate appreciable properties of the derived estimates also in this case.
Abstract framework
We start with the presentation of the abstract framework.
Spaces
In the one-dimensional case, the constraint of b being a non-zero divergence-free field is translated to b being a constant nonzero scalar. Consequently, we are lead to work with the spaces
The trace operator in these spaces is well-defined and the following integration-by-parts formula holds: 
Poincaré inequalities
The Poincaré inequality states that 
where ∂ 0 D ⊂ ∂D; typically C P,D,∂0D = 1. Henceforth, we will use C PF,D as a general notation for both C P,D and C P,D,∂0D . It follows from the above that for a one-dimensional interval D, C PF,D can be taken as 1.
Variational formulation and residual
The variational framework hinges upon an appropriate choice of the trial and test spaces and their corresponding norms. In particular, it turns out natural to work on spaces well-suited to the non-symmetric structure of the problem. Here we consider Hilbert spaces (non-symmetric formulations in Banach spaces can be found in [8, 24] ). The (usual) weak formulation of (1.1) reads:
It is classically well-posed as one might confer with [17] , [22] , and [29, Proposition 6] , cf.also [14] and [11, Rem. 2.2] . Here, we rather adopt the so-called ultra-weak formulation of problem (1.1) where the bilinear form is obtained by casting the derivatives on the test function, using integration-by-parts. It reads: find u ∈ L 2 (Ω) such that
The well-posedness of (2. 
We define its velocity-scaled dual norm by
Error-residual equivalence
In this section, we present an important connection between the L 2 (Ω)-norm of the error and the residual norm (2.7):
Theorem 2.1 (error-residual equivalence). Let u be the ultra-weak solution of (2.5). Then
Proof. The well-posedness of the weak formulation (2.4), for the velocity field −b, implies that for all v ∈ L 2 (Ω), there exists a unique z ∈ H 1 + (Ω) such that
This clearly gives b·∇z = v . Hence, for any w ∈ L 2 (Ω), we have
−(w, b·∇z) b·∇z , and the claim follows by the choice w = u − u h and using the definitions (2.5) and (2.6).
Compared to the similar equivalence provided in [21, Theorem 3.3] , Theorem 2.1 shows a form of equality which declares the optimality of the chosen spaces and norms. This is advantageous for the sharpness of the a posteriori error estimation.
Examples of numerical methods
Let T h = {K} be a mesh of Ω, i.e., a division of the one-dimensional domain Ω into nonoverlapping intervals covering Ω, shape regular in the sense that two neighboring intervals are of comparable size, up to a constant κ T h . Let us denote h K := diam(K) and h := max K∈T h h K . We also denote by E h := ∪ K∈T h ∂K the skeleton of the triangulation T h , coinciding with the set of mesh vertices V h in the present one-dimensional case. Moreover, we need to consider the decompositions E h = E int h ∪ E bnd h into internal and boundary faces and
into internal, inflow, and outflow vertices, so that in the one-dimensional case E h = V h and E
) denote piecewise polynomial functions of at most degree k on the mesh T h . The following three numerical methods are classical examples of discretizations of (1.1). Please note that in Examples 3.1 and 3.3, we exclude the lowest polynomial degrees. We need to do so to comply with the orthogonality condition in Assumption 4.2, see Lemma 4.4 below.
The first finite element scheme is a finite-dimensional version of the weak formulation (2.4):
The second finite element scheme stems from the ultra-weak formulation (2.5):
Finally, the dG method for problem (1.1) (letting ∇ also denote the broken (elementwise) gradient) reads:
where
Here the notation u 
Error localization
In this section, we show that if the numerical solution u h satisfies a first-order orthogonality condition with respect to hat basis functions, one can obtain a two-sided bound on R(u h ) b; H 1
by identifying some (infinite-dimensional) problems on patches of elements around vertices.
Patches and partition of unity by the hat functions
Let T a denote the patch of all simplices which share the given vertex a, T a := {K, a ∈ V K }. Let ω a be the corresponding open subdomain. Then ∪ a∈V h ω a forms an overlapping partition of Ω, with N = 2 maximal overlap in one space dimension. For all a ∈ V h , let ψ a ∈ H 1 (Ω) ∩ P 1 (T h ) be the piecewise affine hat function, taking value 1 in vertex a and 0 in all other vertices. The hat functions verify supp(ψ a ) = ω a and form a partition of unity as
(4.1)
Cut-off estimates
Similarly to (2.1), let H 1 + (ω a ) contain those functions from H 1 (ω a ) with zero trace on the outflow boundary of ω a . Define two patchwise spaces
and
In the sequel, we will use several times the following fact:
Let us define C cont,PF := max
We notice that this constant only depends on the shape-regularity constant κ T h . As in the present one-dimensional setting, b is a constant scalar, the following cut-off Poincaré estimate follows immediately from [10, Theorem 3.1] or [7, Section 3] , cf. also [16, Lemma 3.12] .
Lemma 4.1 (local cut-off estimate). For any a ∈ V h , we have
Error localization
The following assumption on the ψ a -orthogonality of the residual will be crucial to localize the error:
Since the zero-extension of a function in
We then have:
Theorem 4.3 (localizability of residual dual norms with ψ a -orthogonality). Provided R(u h ) satisfies Assumption 4.2, we have
Independently of Assumption 4.2, the following always holds true:
Proof. The proof proceeds along the lines in [6, 10, 7, 16] . In particular, noting the partition of unity property (4.1) and the ψ a -orthogonality of Assumption 4.2, one can use v = a∈V h ψ a v as the test function to obtain, for each
wherev a is the mean value of v on ω a . Let (4.4) . Using the cut-off estimate of Lemma 4.1 for v = w a , one can in particular obtain (4.6a) and (4.6b) like in [6, Theorem 3.7] .
ψ a -orthogonality of the residual for the methods of Section 3
The following lemma assesses the validity of Assumption 4.2 for the three methods presented in Section 3: . We verify the condition for each method:
• From definition (2.6), for the PG1 method (3.1), we have
For all a ∈ V int h , the jump ψ a vanishes at the vertex a and ψ a = 0 on the boundary edge of the patch. Hence, since u h is also continuous in a in the PG1 method, the last term in (4.7) disappears and one infers that
= 0, since we assume k ≥ 2, so that ψ a ∈ Y h . The same result is valid for a ∈ V ∂−Ω h since u h = 0 on the inflow as imposed in the definition of X h .
• From definition (2.6) and employing the PG2 characterization (3.2), we obtain in a straightforward manner that
for all k ≥ 0.
• For the dG method (3.3), noting that (b·n) + = 0 on the inflow and using the same arguments on the vanishing of the jump ψ a and some k ≥ 1 by assumption, we have for any
Hence, also employing definition (2.6), we infer that
Local problems on patches
In this section, we present a local reconstruction technique which provides the key ingredient to evaluate our a posteriori error estimator.
h be the solution of the following advection-reaction problem on the patch ω a
with the finite-dimensional spaces
and k ′ ≥ 0. Define the global reconstruction s h by .1) given by v h = 1 on both K ∈ T a is actually superfluous. Indeed, on the one hand, we have
according to the definition of ψ a . On the other hand, Assumption 4.2 guarantees that the righthand side vanishes in such a case, hence
We next show that the solution of (5.1) uniquely exists and the proposed reconstruction is well-posed: 
for some constant C > 0 only depending on the shape-regularity constant κ T h , the polynomial degree k ′ , and the advection parameter b.
, and ψ a s
h , one can write the inf-sup condition of the bilinear form associated with the left-hand side of (5.1) as
with unit inf-sup constant. Following Remark 1, this injectivity implies the bijectivity of the operator.
To derive a bound on s a h , we observe that
If one wants to check the stability in the L 2 -norm, one can start with the following norm equiv-
h ωa , using similar arguments as in [33, Lemma 3.42] . Consequently, one has 5) employing the Poincaré inequality (2.3b). Using (5.5) and (5.4), we infer that
The following lemma presents the main properties of the reconstruction s h from Definition 5.1:
Lemma 5.3 (properties of the reconstruction). Definition 5.1 yields s h such that 6) i.e., it lies in a natural finite-dimensional functional space corresponding to the weak formulation (2.4). Moreover, the following orthogonality is satisfied
, and we only need to show that s h satisfies the boundary condition requirement of the space H To prove (5.7), first note that a∈VK ψ a K = 1 and a∈VK (b·∇ψ a )
Remark 5.4 (local conservation). As a special case of (5.7), since
6 Guaranteed a posteriori estimate
The guaranteed upper bound on the error can be presented as follows:
Theorem 6.1 (guaranteed a posteriori error estimate). Let u ∈ L 2 (Ω) be the solution of (2.5) and let u h ∈ L 2 (Ω) be arbitrary subject to the ψ a -orthogonality in Assumption 4.2. Furthermore, consider s h to be the reconstruction from Definition 5.1 with k ′ ≥ 0. Then
, where η NC,K := u h − s h K and the data oscillation estimator is given as
By using the error-residual identity of Theorem 2.1, definitions (2.6)-(2.7), and the above equality, one can write
Owing to (5.8), denoting byv K the mean value of v over the element K, we infer that
Noting that
which completes the proof.
Remark 6.2 (data oscillation).
We call the estimator (6.1) "data oscillation" for the following reason: if u h is piecewise polynomial of degree k≥ 0, the error u−u h may converge as O(h k+1 ). By choosing k ′ ≥ k one obtains, for sufficiently piecewise smooth data f , the higher convergence order O(h k ′ +2 ) for these terms.
Efficiency and robustness
In this section, we show that the error estimate introduced in Theorem 6.1 also gives, up to a constant and up to the data oscillation, a lower bound on the error u − u h . Furthermore, the involved constants are independent of the polynomial degree k and the velocity b. Actually, a local efficiency result also holds true, and we start with it.
Local efficiency and robustness with respect to advection and polynomial degree
Our main theorem on local efficiency and robustness is:
Theorem 7.1 (local efficiency and robustness). Let u ∈ L 2 (Ω) be the weak solution of (2.5) and let u h ∈ P k (T h ), k ≥ 0, be its approximation. Consider s h as obtained by Definition 5.1 with k ′ ≥ k and η NC,K as defined in Theorem 6.1. Then, for all K ∈ T h , the following holds true
Proof. Fix an element K ∈ T h . Noting that a∈VK ψ a K = 1 and using definition (5.2), one has
Recalling (4.3), we easily see that for any vertex a ∈ V h , there is a unique
, using (5.6), and, second, v a (a) = 0 when a ∈ V ∂+Ω h , using (4.3). Thus, similarly to (6.2), for any a ∈ V h , we have
From the two above identities, we infer that
b·∇v a ωa =: I + II.
(7.2)
For the term I, remark first that from (4.4) and from the definition of
. Second, recalling the residual definition (2.6) and the ultra-weak formulation (2.5), we have
Consequently, employing the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 4.1, we infer that
To bound the term II, we use the fact that (b·∇ψ a ) u h ∈ Y a h when k ′ ≥ k and that b·∇(ψ a s a h ) ∈ Y a h , so that (5.1) actually holds pointwise, in the form
Hence, denotingv a K the mean value of v a over the element K ∈ T a and using (2.3a), we obtain
The assertion follows by combining the bounds on I and II with (7.1).
Global efficiency and maximal overestimation
In this section, we show a result on maximal global overestimation, leaving out the data oscillation term for simplicity.
Lemma 7.2 (global efficiency and maximal overestimation).
Let the assumptions of Theorem 7.1 be valid and assume in addition that ψ a f ∈ Y a h for all a ∈ V h . Then
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 7.1, one has
Another estimate for the overlapping of the patches yields a∈V h u − u h 2 ωa ≤ 2 u − u h 2 and leads to the assertion.
Numerical experiments
We provide in this section a numerical illustration of our results in one space dimension. In the first set of examples in Section 8.1, we consider a polynomial right-hand side function f and study the robustness of our estimators with respect to the velocity field b. Then, in Section 8.2, we consider a more general case to investigate the effect of the increase of the polynomial degree on the quality of the estimators. Henceforth, we consider Ω = (0, 1) with the mesh T h = {K i } n 1
In the experiments, the numerical solution u h ∈ P k (T h ) will be computed by two methods:
-the PG2 method (3.2) with the finite-dimensional spaces as in Example 3.2, k ≥ 0, -the dG method (3.3) with the finite-dimensional spaces as in Example 3.3, k ≥ 1.
The effectivity index is defined as I eff := η u − u h , i.e., as the ratio of the estimated and the actual error from Theorem 6.1.
Robustness with respect to the velocity
Here we consider the advection problem (1.1) with the piecewise quadratic right-hand side defined as
whose exact solution can be easily computed by integration of the right-hand side. The numerical solutions u h are obtained by both PG2 and dG methods with k = 1, 2. If one sets k ′ = 2 in Definition 5.1, the oscillation estimators η Osc,K from (6.1) disappear. In this case, actually, since f ∈ P 2 (T h ), one has s h ∈ P 3 (T h ) ∩ H 1 − (Ω), see (5.6). Moreover, owing to (5.7), b·∇s h = f pointwise. Hence, s h in this setting coincides with the exact solution u and I eff = 1 (up to the machine precision), which is numerically confirmed in Tables 1 and 2 .
To asses the behavior in the case where the reconstruction s h does not coincide with the exact solution, we also test the choice k ′ = 1 in Definition 5.1 together with k = 1. We observe in Tables 1 and 2 that there is still no dependency of the efficiency of our estimates on the magnitude of the velocity b, in confirmation of the theory. Actually, one remarks that solely scaling b in (1.1) by a factor implies the same scaling of all the exact solution u, the numerical approximations u h , the error u − u h , the reconstruction s h , and of all the estimators in Theorem 6.1 by the inverse of this factor, so that the effectivity indices actually remain intact here on each given mesh. Moreover, we numerically observe asymptotic exactness with mesh refinement, for both schemes tested. 
Robustness with respect to the polynomial degree
We now consider the advection problem (1.1) with a non-polynomial right-hand side f (x) = tan −1 (x) and b = 1, for different polynomial degrees 0 ≤ k ≤ 4. The results are presented in Table 3 for the PG2 method and in Table 4 for the dG method. We always set k ′ = k. We use the notation η NC := ; we encountered some irregularities in I eff beyond this point due to machine precision. We observe optimal convergence order of the estimators and the independence of I eff from the polynomial degree, in accordance with the theory. Table 3 : Convergence of the error u − u h , the error estimators η, η NC , and η Osc , and the effectivity indices I eff for the PG2 method (3.2) with different polynomial degrees k Table 4 : Convergence of the error u − u h , the error estimators η, η NC , and η Osc , and the effectivity indices I eff for the dG method (3.3) with different polynomial degrees k 
Extension to multiple space dimensions
In this section, we investigate a possible extension of the ideas presented so far to the multidimensional case. We consider the advection equation (1.1) on a simply-connected Lipschitz
is considered to be divergencefree. We also assume that b is Ω-filling, i.e., its trajectories starting from the inflow boundary ∂ − Ω fill Ω almost everywhere in a finite time. A sufficient condition for the validity of this property is given by [3] (see Lemma 9.1 below). One can find necessary and sufficient conditions in [13, Lemma 2.3], see also [2, 11, 8, 9 ].
Spaces
We start by introducing proper generalizations of (2.1). Let us define the operator related to (1.1) and its formal adjoint as
together with the following graph spaces
, and H(L, Ω) = H(L * , Ω). Moreover, one can define the following subspaces of the graph spaces with incorporated boundary conditions: 
These definitions are consistent extensions from
The result (9.1) can be extended to w ∈ H(L * , Ω).
Streamline Poincaré inequality
The following sufficient condition for the field b to be Ω-filling is given in [3] :
and assume that there is a fixed unit vector k ∈ R d and a real number α > 0 such that
Then b is Ω-filling.
For Ω-filling b, we can extend the inequality (2.3b) along the flow of b, cf.
[3]:
Lemma 9.2 (streamline Poincaré inequality). Let the field b ∈ C 1 (Ω; R d ) be divergence-free and Ω-filling. Then there exists a streamline Poincaré constant C P,b,Ω such that
3)
The constant C P,b,Ω is bounded by C P,b,Ω ≤ 2T , where T is the longest time that trajectories of the field b spend in the domain Ω. In particular, T ≤ diam(Ω)/α under the assumption (9.2).
A similar result can also be obtained for a non divergence-free field, see [1] . In the case where the field b is constant, one can easily set k as the direction of the flow and α = |b|. A crucial consequence of Lemma 9.2 is that one can equip the spaces H 0 (L, Ω) and H 0 (L * , Ω) with the norm b·∇(·) . Remark 9.3 (functions with mean value zero). While, following from Lemma 9.2, the streamline Poincaré inequality holds true for functions with zero trace on the inflow of an arbitrary domain D, such a result is not valid for functions with mean value zero as a variant of the Poincaré inequality (2.3a) in multiple spatial dimensions. This leads to significant differences in the analysis of the multi-dimensional case compared to one-dimensional one, and less rigorous results that we are able to present here.
Error-residual equivalence
We consider the multi-dimensional extension of the ultra-weak formulation (2.
Define the residual operator R(u h ) ∈ H 0 (L * , Ω) ′ and its dual norm as in (2.6)-(2.7), upon replacing
One can extend the equivalence of Theorem 2.1 to the multidimensional case as follows:
Theorem 9.4 (error-residual equivalence). Let the field b ∈ C 1 (Ω; R d ) be divergence-free and Ω-filling. Let u ∈ L 2 (Ω) be the ultra-weak solution of (9.4). Then
Proof. We use the fact that for all v ∈ L 2 (Ω), there exists a unique z ∈ H 0 (L * , Ω) such that
The rest of the proof goes along the lines of that of Theorem 2.1.
Local problems and the error indicator
In this section, we propose a heuristic approach inspired by the rigorous discussions in the onedimensional case. First, let us consider the following reconstruction, mimicking Definition 5.1.
Here T h is a simplicial mesh of Ω, T a the patch of all simplices which share the given vertex a ∈ V h , ω a the corresponding open subdomain, and ψ a the associated hat basis function.
h be the solution of the following least-squares problem on the patch subdomain ω a :
lies in the closure of the inflow boundary ∂ − Ω, and X
Here C opt > 0 is a constant to be chosen. The global reconstruction s h is defined by
In order to see the rationale behind the above reconstruction, one might note the following upper bound on the error exploiting Theorem 9.4, the integration-by-parts formula (9.1), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and the streamline Poincaré inequality (9.3): for any s h ∈ H 0 (L, Ω), we have
Using that almost each point in Ω belongs to (d + 1) patch subdomains ω a and the partition of unity (4.1), the construction of s h via (9.6) gives the following upper bound:
In particular, the idea of adding 0 = a∈V h b·∇ψ a u h is inspired by the analysis in the onedimensional case. By comparison to Definition 9.5 one can see that the least-squares problems (9.5) minimize contributions to the upper bound on the error, and a theoretically-motivated choice for C opt would be C opt = C P,b,Ω . This in particular leads to the guaranteed estimate u − u h ≤ η with
Numerical experiments, however, show that the second term in (9.7) does not converge with the right order. This apparently comes from the special structure of the minimization term which cannot be approximated up to the projection error, in contrast to the one-dimensional case, where (5.7) holds true. Congruently, the lack of the Poincaré inequality in the streamline form (see Remark 9.3) implies the loss of the scaling by the mesh element diameters h K in the second term in (9.7), compare with η Osc given by (6.1) in one space dimension. In order to rectify this issue, we heuristically replace C P,b,Ω (which typically scales as 2diam(Ω)/α, see Lemma 9.2) in the estimate η of (9.7) by local terms
α , where one now needs to choose the constant C ′ . Overall, we suggest the following modified error indicator
(9.8) In this setting, one has two free parameters to choose, C opt for the local problems in (9.5) and C ′ in (9.8). We set below C opt = 2diam(Ω)/α, as Lemmas 9.1-9.2 suggest, and C ′ = 2. Numerically, our results are actually not sensitive to the choice of the parameter C opt .
Let us stress that, unlike η in (9.7), the modified indicator η mod from (9.8) is not a guaranteed upper bound of the error; however, our numerical results presented below show its applicability.
Numerical experiments
In this section, we provide some numerical tests in two space dimensions to illustrate the properties of the error indicator (9.8), with s h constructed following Definition 9.5. The implementation is done in the framework of FreeFEM++ [20] and based on the scripts for the reconstructionbased a posteriori estimation by [30] .
One might note that the reconstruction s h of Definition 9.5, lying in the space H 0 (L, Ω), possibly allows capturing the discontinuity that may appear in the exact solution u across the streamlines. This is, however, only in reach if the triangulation is aligned with the streamlines. If this is not the case, the reconstruction s h actually lies in the smoother space H 1 (Ω). Below, we will consider two test cases, one with both the exact solution u and the reconstruction s h lying in H 1 (Ω), and one with a discontinuous solution u ∈ H 0 (L, Ω), with the triangulation aligned with the streamlines, ideally including also the lines of discontinuity of the exact solution.
Let us consider Ω = (0, 1) 2 and uniformly refined structured triangulations aligned with the slope 45
• . We only test here the dG method (3.3), since it is the only method among those considered in Section 3 which is stable and well-defined in multiple space dimensions.
Smooth solution
We apply the right-hand side f such that the solution of (1.1) is u(x, y) = sin(πx) sin(πy), (9.9) for different velocity fields b. The results are presented in Tables 5 and 6 
The error indicator performs well in actually providing the upper bound of the error and simultaneously not overestimating it excessively. Moreover, the efficiency results appear to be robust with respect to both the velocity field b and the polynomial degree k.
Compared to Section 8.1, both u and u h , but actually also s h constructed following Definition 9.5, turn out to be insensitive to the scaling of b by a constant, so that the estimators in (9.8) do not change either. In Figure 1 , the distribution of the errors u − u h K and of the error estimators
1/2 is presented. These distributions show a very close behavior, which
suggests that the presented indicators should be suitable for adaptive mesh/polynomial degree refinement. Table 5 : Convergence of the error u − u h , the error estimators η mod , η NC , and η R , and the effectivity indices I eff for the dG method (3.3); smooth solution (9.9), b = (1, 1) t , and different polynomial degrees k Table 6 : Convergence of the error u − u h , the error estimators η mod , η NC , and η R , and the effectivity indices I eff for the dG method (3.3); smooth solution (9.9), different velocity fields, and k = 1 
Discontinuous solution
In this last example, we consider a discontinuous exact solution. For the velocity field b = (1, 1) t , we set u(x, y) = 0, x < y, sin(πx) sin(πy), x > y, (9.10) and prescribe accordingly the right-hand side f . The triangulation is set to be aligned with this discontinuity; hence, the reconstruction s h is continuous everywhere but not at the discontinuity line of the exact solution. The results are presented in Table 7 for different polynomial degrees k. They show the robustness with respect to the polynomial degree of approximation. In Figure 2 , the distributions of the error and of the error estimators η mod,K are presented, again showing a very similar behavior. 
Conclusions
In this work, we proposed a local reconstruction for numerical approximations of the onedimensional linear advection equation, easily and independently obtained on each vertex patch. The reconstruction is proved to be well-posed and leads to a guaranteed upper bound of the L 2 -norm error between the actual solution u and the approximation u h . This error estimator is also proved to be locally efficient and robust with respect to both the advective field and the approximation polynomial degree. These results hold in a unified framework that only requires the residual of u h to satisfy an orthogonality condition with respect to the hat basis functions. Numerical illustrations support the theory and additionally suggest asymptotic exactness. Motivated by these results, a heuristic extension to any space dimension is presented, with numerical experiments in 2D being in line with those in 1D. 
